“The Kingdom of God is at hand” (CCC)

541 “Jesus came into Galilee, preaching the gospel of God, and saying: ‘The time is fulfilled, and the Kingdom of God is at hand: repent, and believe in the gospel.’”

246 “To carry out the Will of the Father Christ inaugurated the Kingdom of Heaven on earth.”

247 Now the Father’s Will is “to raise up men to share in His Own Divine Life.”

248 He does this by gathering men around his Son Jesus Christ. This gathering is the Church, “on earth the seed and beginning of that Kingdom.”

Matthew 4:17

From that time Jesus began to preach, and to say: Do penance, for the kingdom of heaven is at hand.
From the Book of Heaven

V13 – January 25, 1922 – “...In fact, so that the soul (Luisa) May Open the Doors and Become Disposed to Know the Truths that My Will Contains, the First thing is wanting to Live of My Will, the Second is Wanting to Know It, the Third is to Appreciate It. Therefore, with you, Luisa, I Opened the Doors of My Divine Will, that you might Know Its Secrets, which man had buried inside My Womb, as well as Its Effects and the Value It Contains; and as Many Truths as you come to Know about My Will, So Many Seeds you Receive, and So Many Divine Secretaries Form your Cortege...”

V14 – June 19, 1922 – “Now, by Wanting to do My Will, the soul (Luisa) Opens the Doors of My Volition, and emptying herself of her own volition, she Prepares a little place for Me in which to Place My Goods. And as she Enters into My Will to operate, she gives Me the Occasion to Release New Beatitudes from Myself. Therefore, I Anxiously Await that the soul (Luisa) Come to Operate in My Eternal Volition, in order to Unleash a New Joy from Myself, and Make Myself Known as the God Who is Never Exhausted, and Who Always Has Something to Give to one (Luisa and those souls Linked to Luisa) who Does My Will."

V14 – Nov.11, 1922 – “...Now I Come to you, Luisa. After My Celestial Mama, I Called you, Luisa, so that all human acts may have the First Seal Done by Me, the Second Done by My Mama, and the Third by one creature of common stock (Luisa). My Eternal Love would not be Content, if I did not Raise one of common stock, who Must Open the Doors to those who would dispose themselves to Enter these Gates in order to Live in Our Will...”

“...The present and future generations await you, Luisa, to be given back the lost Happiness...”

V15 – January 24, 1923 – “...Only one who Enters into It (the Divine Will) Expands and Diffuses himself like solar light in the Eternal Flights of My Volition, and Finding My Acts and those of My Mama, he places his own. Look Inside My Will: are there perhaps other acts of creature Multiplied within Mine, Reaching Up to the last act which is to be performed on this earth? Look well - you will find none. This means that No One has Entered. It had been Reserved that the Doors of My Eternal Volition would Only Be Opened to My little daughter, Luisa, so as to Unify her acts with Mine and with those of My Mama, and Render All our Acts
Triple, before the Supreme Majesty and for the Good of creatures. Now, since I Have Opened the Doors, others May Enter, provided that they dispose themselves for Such a Great Good.”

“...This is why I have Poured So Many Graces in you, Luisa, I Opened the Doors of My Will, I Revealed to you, Luisa, the Secrets, the Prodigies which My Divine Will Contains: to Open Many Ways, so that you, Luisa, Might be Reached by the Echo of My Will, and, losing your own, you Might Live with My Will Alone...”

V16 – August 5, 1923 – “…So, in order to Form Redemption, I did nothing other than Open the Doors of the Divine Will to My Humanity – Doors, which the first man had closed; and giving It Free Field, I let It Work Redemption in Its Very Womb. Since then, no one else has Entered My Divine Will to Work in It as Master, in Full Freedom, as though being the Owner of It, in order to Enjoy All the Power and the Goods It Contains.

My Will in Me is like the soul to the body. And if doing My Will has been the greatest Grace for the Saints, which Entered into them as though by Reflection, what will it be not only to receive Its Reflections but to Enter into It and Enjoy All Its Fullness?

Now, just as in order to Form Redemption it was Necessary for My Humanity and for My Human will to Enter into this Divine Will, for the Fulfillment of the "Fiat Voluntas Tua" on earth as It is in Heaven, it is Now Necessary that I Open Again the Doors of My Eternal Will, that I let one creature, Luisa, Enter, and that, Giving her Free Field, I let her do from her greatest to her tiniest act in the All-Seeingness, Immensity and Power of My Divine Will.

As you, Luisa, Enter into It to emit your thoughts, words, works, steps, reparations, pains, love and thanksgivings, My Will shall Coin All your acts. And they will Receive the Divine Image, with the Value of Divine Acts, which, Being Infinite, will Be Able to Make Up for All, Reach All, and have So Much Ascendancy Over the Divinity as to Make this Supreme Will Descend Upon earth, Bringing the Goods It Contains...”

V17 – June (?) 1924 – “Now, Everything Exists in My Divine Will, and one, (Luisa) who Must Live in It, Must Enclose All creatures, to go through All My Acts Again and Place on them another Beautiful Divine Shade, Taken from My Will, to Give Me the Return of All I Did. Only one (Luisa) who Lives in My Will Can Give Me this Return, and I Await her as the Means to Be Able to Put the Divine Will in
Communication with the human, and to Give her the Goods It Contains. I Want the creature, Luisa, as an Intermediary, who, going through the Same Path which My Humanity Covered in My Will, May Open the Door of the Kingdom of My Will, which had been closed by the human will. Therefore, your Mission, Luisa, is Great, and it takes Sacrifice and great Attention."

V18 – February 18, 1926 - All these little Flames that you, Luisa, see in the Endless Sea of My Divine Will are the Symbol of the Secret Beatitudes, Joys and Happenings which It Contains. I Say Secret because, since I have not yet Manifested the Fullness of the Knowledge which the Eternal Will Contains, nor are there the right dispositions in creatures in order to Manifest Them, all these Beatitudes remain ‘ad intra’, inside the Divinity, as We are Waiting to Put Them Out for the one (Luisa) who would be born, Live and Carry out her Life in Our Will, with No Interruption, because, her will being One with Ours, All the Divine Doors are Opened and Our Most Intimate Secrets Revealed. The Joys and the Beatitudes are Placed in Common, as much as it is possible for a creature, and as much as she is capable of. So, you see, My daughter, Luisa, Each Manifestation that I Make to you, Luisa, about My Will is a Beatitude Released from the Womb of the Divinity, which not only makes you Happy and Disposes you more to Live in My Will, but Prepares you for More New Knowledges."

V20 – December 22, 1926 - “And so, when you, Luisa, occupy yourself with My Divine Fiat, if you speak, if you go around in It, you put Us in Feast, because We Feel that it is one who Belongs to Us—We feel that it is Our daughter, Luisa, that speaks, that goes around, that works in the Field of Our Will. And for one’s own children, Doors are Left Open—no apartment is closed for them, because what Belongs to the Father Belongs to the children, and in the children is Placed the Hope of the Long Generation of the Father. In the same way, in you, Luisa, I have Placed the Hope of the Long Generation of the Children of My Eternal Fiat.”

V21 - April 18, 1927 - “The same for you, My daughter, Luisa: as you do your First Acts in My Divine Will, the other creatures receive the Right to Enter into It and to Repeat your acts, in order to receive the same effects. How necessary it is that even just one (Luisa) alone do the First Act. In fact, it serves to Open the Door, to Prepare the raw materials, to Form the Model in order to Give Life to that Act. Once the First is Done, it is easier for others to imitate it.
“This happens also in the low world: one who is the first to form an object must work more, sacrifice himself more; he must prepare all the materials that are needed; he must make many trials. And once the first is done, not only do others Acquire the Right to do it, but it is easier for them to repeat it. However, all the glory is of the one who did it first, because if the first had not been done, the other acts, similar to it, could never have existence. Therefore, Be Attentive in Forming your First Acts, if you Want the Kingdom of the Divine Fiat to Come to Reign Upon earth.”

V22 – June 8, 1927 - “The same happens for one (Luisa) who comes to Live in Our Will: the Doors are Opened, Our Secrets are Revealed, she is made aware of All Our Most Beautiful Works…”

V24 – May 26, 1928 - “See then, the Divine Order: all asking for one thing. Among these who ask there are some who want to do My Will, others who do It. All this is Braided together, and they Knock at the Doors of My Divine Will—they repeat the Knocking, and some Knock strongly, some slowly. However, there is always someone who Knocks and asks that the Doors be Opened, so that My Will May Descend to Reign Upon earth. And since everything is Established and Ordered by the Divinity, It Awaits the one, Luisa, who must give the Strongest Knock, who, forcing the Doors with Invincible Strength—the very Strength of My Divine Will—will Open Wide the Doors, and with her Sweet Chains of Love will Bind the Eternal Will to Make It Come to Reign in the midst of creatures. She. Luisa, will be like a Bride who, Bejeweling the Groom with her Loving Chains, will Carry Him as though in Triumph into the midst of creatures. And just as the Holy Virgin put an end to the night hours of the Patriarchs and Prophets, and Formed the Dawn to Make the Sun of the Eternal Word Rise, so will this one (Luisa) Form the Dawn to Make Rise the Sun of the Fiat Voluntas Tua on earth as It is in Heaven.

“Do you think that My Will, that has Made Itself Known with so much Love and has Manifested so much Interest in Wanting to Come to Reign Upon earth, Pouring Its Sorrow out with you, Luisa, has done this without anyone praying to It? Ah, no! no! The Knocks of My Church have been Continuous, and I Myself was Knocking in those Knocks, but I used them to Knock at the Door of the Divine Fiat which, tired of hearing them Knocking at Its Divine Doors, has Used you, Luisa, to be Knocked More Strongly; and Opening the Doors to you, Luisa, It Made you, Luisa, Share in Its Knowledges…”